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Reports

Let Us Rededicate Ourselves to the Practice of
Com. Tarimela Nagireddy

— Call of Speakers at T N Memorial Column in Tarimela

On Feb 11, 2017, ie., on the concluding day of birth Centenary of Com.Tarimela Nagi Reddy
(TN), the AP State Committee of CPI(ML) has organized a meeting in Tarimela (TN’s village) of
Anantapuram, AP at Tarimela Nagi Reddy Memorial Column, built by the AP leadership of CPI(ML)
in 1992.

On this day, the village wore a festive atmosphere. The leaders and cadres of CPI(ML) from
different parts of AP, the represen-tatives of TN Memorial Trust, TN Memorial Committee, the
democrats and the people of Tarimela village have reached the village to recollect their memories
of Com. TN – an unflinching revolutionary  and Marxist intellectual. It was an emotional scene at
the TN Memorial Column. The Red Flags, banners and buntings fluttering at the venue bid a
revolutionary welcome to all.

First, at 9.0 AM, Com. C.Peddanna, the district Secretary of CPI (ML) has welcomed the
Central and State leaders and people. The Central leaders have hoisted the Red Flag and paid
revolutionary Salute to Com. T.N. in the midst of full throated slogans. In a brief speech, the Central
leaders have said that Com. TN was an important Comrade who formulated the correct line for the
Indian revolution and who tirelessly and till the last moment of his life worked for the unity of
Communist Revolutionaries. Marching ahead in the practice of this line alone can be a best tribute
for him.

Later, the meeting has commenced at the same venue. Com. K. Kotaiah, the AP State leader
of CPI (ML) has presided over it. He recollected his experiences of working with Com.TN when he
was in UG and in the campaign of funds collection for defense of Comrades and people of Srikakulam
girijan movement who were then facing severe repression.
       Com. Subodh Mitra, the CCM of CPI (ML) has recollected his memories of working with
Com. TN at the time of formation and in the UCCRI(ML). He said that Com. TN was a highly
committed comrade and a genuine revolutionary.
      Com. G.Vijay Kumar, the AP state leader of CPI (ML) has said that the INDIA MORTGAGED
stands as an example for his ideological understanding. He said that Com. TN was intensely concerned
and worked for uniting the revolutionaries till the last moment of his life and the CPI (ML) is doing
everything to realize his wishes. Dr. Jaswantha Rao, the CCM, CPI (ML) said that we must prepare
the people for consistent and protracted people’s move-ments on basic problems of our people,
raise the people’s political consciousness while countering the attacks on Marxism.

Prof. Thota Jyoti Rani, the Editor, Stree Sanghatana, quarterly Magazine, said that she came
to know of TN through his book, “India Mortgaged”. She said that a study of various aspects dealt
in this book and an analysis of course of developments in India in the last four decades after the
demise of TN helped her to understand as a teacher of Economics that the rulers in India does not
stop at mortgaging India but had straight away put it for a sale. The India Mortgaged is quite
relevant today even after a period of four decades.
       Prof. K.R. Choudhary, the Agro – economist, said that the socio – economic and political
conditions that existed at the time of T.N.’s defense in the Conspiracy case continue to exist even
today with some cosmetic changes. The speech made by TN white resigning to the AP State Assembly
remains a historic document.
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Dr. Ghanta Venkat Rao, the President of TN Memorial Committee has said: Com. TN had
correctly applied Marxism Leninism to concrete conditions of India. We have published a number
of books and held seminars in AP and Telengana in connection with TN’s birthday centenary as part
of popularizing TN’s ideas widely.

Dr. Surya Sagar, the President of T.N.Memorial Trust said: The India Mortgaged mirrors
com.TN’s ideological orientation. The statistical details might have changed. But, the things like
the policies of ruling classes, the imperialist hold on India and their plunder as explained in the
book are more clear today. TN’s commit-ment, genuineness, personality had earned him countless
admirers. Even those from the ruling classes claim to be admiring or respecting TN. But they reveal
their opposition to him when it comes to class politics. Important thing is to translate TN’s ideas
into practice.
     Mallikarjuna Reddy, the leader of Karnataka people’s movement explained that the people of
Bellary of Karnataka  rose in protest against the attempts of Govt. to grab their green agricultural
lands for the purpose of building one more airport there. The guidance and help provided by the AP
leaders of people’s movement and the line of TN helped the people’s movement to win a victory.
      Com. Vindai Vedan, the Tamil Nadu State leader of CPI (ML) has said that they have translated
and printed Com. TN’s book, India Mortgaged into Tamil.

Com. Babu Rao Kumbargaon from Maharashtra said that we must march in the road shown
by Com. TN to develop a consistent revolutionary movement.

Com. Jhansi, the AP state leader of CPI (ML) said: The TN birth Centenary meetings have
been going on in several areas of AP and several books on Com. TN and the Indian Communist
Movement have been published in the last one year. On this occasion, not – withstanding the fact
which party they belong to, all are recollecting here the role played by Com. T.N in the Parliament
and Assembly. Expressing disgust at the way the ruling classes are squabbling for power and
slandering each other in the legislative bodies while leaving the people’s problems to the winds,
they hailed Com. T.N. as a great parliamentarian. Even those who differ with him politically hail
him. This is a result of Com. T.N’s genuineness and commitment. As long as he was in the legislative
bodies, Com. TN always raised his voice on the problems of people. He analyzed and proved the
economic and political causes of the problems with irrefutable facts. The declaration made by Com.
T.N. at the time of his resignation to AP state Assembly that the legislative bodies are nothing but
talking shops and they never attempt to solve any problem of people and moving the people into
revolutionary action is an important task is quite true and valid even today. Our task is to remain
consistently in practice in the light of the road shown by Com. T.N.

Dr. Ghanta Venkat Rao has released the book, “India Mortgaged – Then and Today”
(Telugu) written by Prof. Thota Jyothi Rani analysing the developments since the publication of
“India Mortgaged.”
      S.M. Bhasha, the leader of Human Rights Movement has released the book, “The Ideolo-
gical, Political, Movement and Organizational Orientations and the stand – points of
Communist Party of India – 2”. (Telugu ).

The meeting was widely participated by the Tarimela Village people and the blood relatives of
Com. T.N. They also spoke. On the conclusion of meeting, the people began an enthusiastic march
from the TN’s Memorial Column along the streets of the village.
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